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SEEN, a Barnardo's run service, is a Centre driven to build a core foundation of 

knowledge, a network of people and advocacy for those with authentic 

experience. The Centre's mission is to identify,understand and tackle the 

structural inequalities which limit theopportunities of children & young people 

of African, Asian andCaribbean heritage in the UK by achieving a system 

change in theprovision of services to tackle the disproportionate outcomes 

they face. Our mission is to create a societywhere children and young people 

of African, Asian, and Caribbeanheritage can thrive.

Our Mission  

is to create systemic change by challenging structural inequalities that 

impede opportunities for a fair and equitable future for children and young 

people of African, Asian and Caribbean heritage to fulfil their full potential

Our Vision  

is to ensure the UK’s structures of power provide equitable care, 

opportunity and understanding for children and young people of African, 

Asian and Caribbean heritage. We will do this in partnership with others 

across all sectors, understanding that we cannot do this alone. 

Our Goal  

is to create better outcomes for more African, Asian and Caribbean 

heritage children and young people. We are working to build stronger 

families safer childhoods and positive futures.

In this leaflet, you will find information on 4 key areas of our workwhich we 

know are interconnected, which are: education and employment, physical 

health and emotional wellbeing, social care and informal care and police and 

custody - four areas evidence and insight tells us African, Asian and Caribbean 

children and young people are most impacted. To find out more, head to our

Knowledge Bank, where we have collated a wide range of qualityassured 

research and resources to further explore these topics. 


This leaflet scratches the surface of the subject areas, andultimately, we want 

to ensure the UK’s structures of power provideequitable care, opportunity and 

understanding for all children andyoung people of African, Asian and Caribbean 

heritage affected bythe issues. To understand more about our work and to get 

in touch,please head to our website: .www.weareseen.org.uk



Inequitable Access to Education
Racial inequality has been proven to beone of the biggest barriers to pupils

attaining success in schools.According to article 28 of the UNCRC,all children, 

regardless of theirbackground have the right to a goodquality education, to 

be encouraged to goto school and achieve the best they can.

We know that this is right is not affordedto all children - in particular, children

young people of and of African, Asianand Caribbean descent. Current school

policies, such as uniform or hair policies,shaped by racialised judgements 

aboutwhat is ‘acceptable', discriminate againstchildren from African, Asian 

andCaribbean backgrounds.

Black children are most likely to be

excluded from school (DfE 2015)and 

represent the most excludedgroup of 

pupils

Black pupils are often excluded for

challenging what is perceived to be

teacher racism (DfE 2015)

Black Caribbean children have rates

of permanent exclusion about three

times that of the pupil population as

a whole (EHRC, 2016; DfE 2015)

YMCA’s Young and Black report

Listen to your students — what are their experiences?


Ensure your curriculum is inclusive and representative


Dig deep — challenge your conscious and unconscious biases


Is your progress measurable? How can you see change?


Take an asset based approach by co-producing or involving


students and parents who are African, Asian and Caribbean heritage

Good practice in tackling racism in schools

95% of young Blackpeople in the UK have heard


orwitnessed racist language atschool

51% of males said they heard it“all the time”
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"Minoritised" Families Are Not Interested in 
Supporting Their Children Education— And is Why 
They Do Not Engage in Their Schooling

Dispelling a misconception

There are many factors which may makeengagement in a child or young 

personsschooling challenging for a parent, andviewing it within a narrow lens, 

void of anysocio-economic variables can be damaging.For example, consider a 

parent or parentswho do not regularly attend or who havenever attended 

parents evening. Does thismean they are not interested in their child's 

education? Or could it mean a series ofother factors, such as but not limited 

to:

Their understanding and navigation ofsystems and how they intersect, 

includinghow they can be of support to them asparents outside of how 

they can support theirchild(ren)

Whether they speak English as a secondlanguage and rely on their 

child(ren) tointerpret and translate for them

Their economic status and the impact ofpoverty, income or employment

Their immigration status including whetherthey have no recourse to 

public funds

The disproportionate barriers that families ofAfrican, Asian and Caribbean 

heritage often experience therefore manifest into how theyengage with the 

education system, and indeedit is not that a they are ‘not interested’, but

rather may need greater support in equitable waysto access their child or 

children's education inways that meet their needs.
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Use pastoral support to increaseoutreach to parents. For example, evidence 

suggests that by fostering a strong home and community, Afro Caribbean children 

are more likely to be achieve higher in school. Think of innovative ways to increase 

outreach to support whole families.

Ensure your workforce is diverse demonstrating that diversity is valuedis the 

cornerstone to building trust.Taking this further, have a dedicatedstaff member who 

parents can turn tofor support and advocacy.

Take a holistic approach remember,there are many factors which makeengagement 

a success - and taking aholistic approach to understanding thevarying dynamics of 

this is key

Build upon parents existing strengthswhile responding to their challenges -reach out 

and try to understand thecontext of the the child’s family life -what makes it 

challenging for them toengage and how could this beaddressed collaboratively



African and Asian people inparticular face numerous barriers toaccessing 

mental health support includingfor racism, and a lack of culturalawareness 

amongst professionals,stigma, inappropriate models ofdiagnoses, poor 

experiences of mental health services, and a lack of knowledgeabout mental 

health care often form part of their experiences.

These barriers andpoor experiences of services, along withgaps in the 

provision of services whichshould meet cultural and linguistic needs,means 

African and Asian people are lesslikely to seek help at an early stage, suchas 

through their GP, and consequentlymore likely to end up in crisis care and 

sometimes coming to the attention of mental health services through the 

criminal justice system.

EXPERIENCES OF MENTAL HEALTH

Research shows that people from

African, Asian and Caribbean

backgrounds are at a greater risk of

experiencing mental health problems. 

Therisk is associated with 

experiences ofprejudice and 

discrimination, but it canalso arise 

from greater vulnerability tobullying, 

hate crime, and abuse — this is


sometimes categorised under ‘racial

trauma’. Inequalities and mental 

healthcan sometimes arise

from structuralinequalities in society 

which placeAfrican. Asian and 

Caribbean people atdisproportionate 

risk of social detrimentassociated 

with poor mental health, suchas 

racism and poverty. The relationship

between poverty and poor mental 

healthis well evidenced and works in 

bothdirections as living in poverty 

can bringabout mental health 

problems, but mentalhealth problems 

can also lead people intopoverty. 

Evidence shows that mental healthservices 

based in the community,particularly those 

based in voluntaryand community sectors, 

can developrelationships of trust to promote

access to and awareness of mentalhealth 

support

Healthcare providers need to receivetraining 

and support in deliveringtailored and culturally 

sensitive care

Commissioners and stakeholders need to 

understand the experiences of their service 

users to shape their models of delivery, 

policies and strategies

What can be done to break thiscycle?
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EXPERIENCES OF 

MENTAL HEALTH

Statistics indicate in 

the year to March 2021, 

black people were 

almost 5 times as likely 

as white people to be 

detained under the 

Mental Health Act – 344 

detentions per 100,000 

people, compared with 

75 per 100,000 people.



African, Asian, Caribbean and Any Other minority 
groups are‘hard to reach’

Service users often defined as ‘hardto reach’ are not only those who are

minority ethnic, but can additionallyidentify as senior citizens, those with


a disability, migrants, and thoseexperiencing trauma, to name a few.The 

terminology ‘hard to reach’ canbe problematic as it can put the onuson the 

service user, or young personto be identified, when in reality the barriers they 

areexperiencing are often outside of theircontrol.

It suggests that the problemlies within their control, rather thanwithin the 

design of our services,strategies and approach towardsthem. If trust is not 

developed, it maybe harder to engage African, Asianand Caribbean 

communities, however taking the stance that they are ‘hardto reach’ creates 

an unfair powerimbalance. Effective strategies tobuilding trust are:

Challenge your internal biases that can 

place barriers in your services which


limit the way African, Asian and 

Caribbean communities access them. 

Organisations are made ofpeople, and 

people drive systems. 

Every step you take, and that you 

encourageyour colleagues to take, 

however small, to make your 

organisation inclusive,representative 

and responsive to the needs of all 

communities will make adifference.

DO 

To engage with your local voluntary community 

sectorpartners, and grassrootsorganisations


who have trustedrelationships out in communities

To create safe spaces people feelwelcome to 

access

To be seen in times outside ofcrisis
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SYSTEMIC INEQUALITIES IN THE CRIMINAL 
JUSTICESYSTEM
There is a considerable disparity ofpeople from certain ethnic or racialgroups 

being impacted by theinequality in the judiciary system,including the police 

forces,prosecuting agencies, magistrates,judges and QC’s. Police as the face

of the judicial system have specificresponsibilities when interacting with

children up until the age of 18, as aprotected group in UK legislation andwhose 

rights are protected by theUnited Nations Convention on theRights of the 

Child (UNCRC). A recentreport by Crest Advisory found thatamong children 

aged 10 to 18:

Only 36% of Black children trustthe police, compared to 75% ofWhite 

children.

Children who had been stopped andsearched were less likely to trustthe 

police than those who hadn’t,58% to 74%.

Among young people, Black people had the highest custody rate, at 13.7%, 

compared with 9.9% for White and 10.3% for Asian young people

Children trusted the police morethan adults, with 73% of childrentrusting 

police, compared with62% among adults.

Trust in the police was loweramong older children and girls,particularly 

Black girls, and waslowest in the East Midlands andGreater London.
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There is a long history of


pronounced and persistent ethnic 

disproportionalities in how people,

including children, are policed in England 

and Wales. The disproportionate use of 

stop andsearch, which is significantly 

morelikely to be used against Black

people, is a particular cause ofconcern 

for how children,particularly Black 

children, interactwith police. 

Statistics indicate in the 

year to March 2021, there 

were 7.5 stop and searches 

for every 1,000


white people,


compared with


52.6 for every


white people



STEPS CANNOT BE TAKEN TO BREAK THE SYSTEMIC

INEQUALITIES IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

The criminal justice system hasoverwhelmingly been an area whereracial 

injustices have been identified -as victims, survivors and witnesses of crime, in

stop and searches and within theprison and probation population. Whilstit 

may some time to break centuriesof oppression, there are steps we can all 

take to start to break them down.This may involve engaging yourcolleagues in 

the conversation, takingactive steps towards changing the policies and 

procedures of yourorganisations, or other practical stepsto make a positive 

impact on systemsas a whole.

Breaking systemic inequalities requirers a multi-faceted approach that 

consists of trustbuilding and transparency. Some of the steps that can be 

considered are:

Children and young people, or those with English as a second 

language may notunderstand the processes of courts and systems. 

To make processes fairer, jargon free,(and translated where 

necessary) communication is crucial. Do not assume that aservice 

user understands the process through their representative.

The use of jargon-free communication

Provide opportunities for all staff, including probation officers, 

magistrates, judges, policeofficers etc. to attend training on cultural 

literacy in order to better understand thecontext of children and 

young people from African, Asian and Caribbean backgrounds and 

their needs.

Cultural literacy training opportunities

Use local and third sector organisations to 

provide additional aftercare around court or

other systems for children or young people. 

Do not conclude that other statutory 

organisations involved may assume 

responsibility for this.

The use of wrap around support
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THE IMPACT OF SERIOUS YOUTH 
VIOLENCE ON GIRLS
According to the Home Office Serious Violence Duty: draft guidance for 

responsible authorities, Serious Youth Violence can be described as:

Home Office Serious Violence Duty

Violence against a person which may include both 

knife crime and gun crime, county lines drug dealing, 

domestic violence, alcohol related violence, sexual 

abuse, modern slavery or gender-based violence.
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Research and statistics have highlighted serious youth violence as being a 

gendered issue; largely that perpetrators/victims are male, seldom excluding 

the impact upon, and voices of girls and women – especially in the context of 

African, Asian and Caribbean girls and women. African, Asian and Caribbean 

girls face numerous barriers in accessing support for violence, which make 

them less likely to report or seek help These barriers are largely systemic and 

sometimes linked to culture. Some of the barriers todisclosure and help-

seeking are: ineffective and inaccessible services, mistrust of services,

immigration status, racial stereotypes, ‘cultural’ normalisation of violence 

against women and girls andcommunity pressure to avoid formal disclosure.

Serious youth violence takes place in 

the wider context of institutionalised 

racism andaggression, in particular, 

sexual violence – which takes place in 

a wider context of misogyny


and aggression against women

Multiple oppressions intersect to 

place black and brown girls at greater 

risk of experiencingviolence and 

exploitation in a number of contexts

Serious youth violence is gendered 

because it is largely perpetrated by 

boys and men, andlargely missing 

from this are the voices of girls and 

women often victimised by the 

crimes

While boys and men are more likely to 

be victims of knife crime, African, 

Asian and Caribbean girls experience 

sexual violence and exploitation 

routinely whether in a gang context 

or more broadly

Violence may become a taken for 

granted part of African, Asian and 

Caribbean girls' lives which they have 

to negotiate on a daily basis

Black girls routinely experience 

racialised aggression and 

adultification in the context of


education and other services



ALL YOUNG PEOPLE EXPERIENCE YOUTH VIOLENCE


THE SAME - ESPECIALLY BOYS AND GIRLS

Serious youth violence presents itself inmany forms, and can impact a young


person in many ways - for example,physically, mentally and emotionally. We

also know that the experiences ofviolence differ between girls, boys andthose 

who identify as LGBTQIA+ - andin particular, those who are of African,Asian or 

Caribbean Heritage. 

Forexample, multiple oppressions intersect toplace Black girls at greater risk 

ofexperiencing violence and exploitation in anumber of contexts, including 

gender,religion, culture, racism, disability,economic instability including 

housingissues, immigration status and language.

In the child protection system, Black girlsin particular are perceived as being 

more‘streetwise’, more ‘grown up’, lessinnocent and less vulnerable than 

other children - this is known as Adultification.As such, Black girls are more 

likely to beto be perceived as “less innocent” andknowing more about sex 

than White girlswhich affects language, attitudes andprotection towards 

them.

Define children & young people by


their experiences - remember 

oppressionis multifaceted & operates 

within a system. We must break 

systems &generations of oppression 

to enable all children & young people 

to thrive.

Bernard, C., 2019. Using an intersectional lens to examine the child sexual exploitation of blackadolescents.


Child Sexual Exploitation: Why Theory Matters, p.193.


Epstein, R., Blake, J. and González, T., 2017. Girlhood interrupted: the erasure of black girls’ childhood.


Available at SSRN 3000695

DON’T 

Dispelling a misconception
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Black girls need less nurturing


Black girls need less protection


Black girls need to be supportedless

Black girls need to be comfortedless


Black girls are more independent


Black girls know more about adulttopics


Black girls know more about sex”



Race


A social construct used to group people. At SEEN, one way wedefine people is 

as being of African, Asian or Caribbean heritage

Racism


Racism is the process by which systems and policies, actions andattitudes 

create inequitable opportunities and outcomes for people based on thecolour 

of their skin

Colour blindness


A problematic term which describes that an individual's raceor ethnicity should 

not influence how that individual is seen. This does not allow a person to see 

differences in individuals, and to examine their own bias.

Cultural appropriation


Using the symbols, art, language, customs,traditions and more of a groups 

culture —for one’s own use, or profit, without understanding, acknowledgement, 

or respect for the value it had in the originalculture it came from

Discrimination


The unjust or prejudicial treatment of different categories of people, 

especially on the grounds of race, age, or sex

Stereotype


Preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actualexperience

Ethnicity


A large group of people who have the same national, racial, orcultural origins, 

or the state of belonging to such a group

Diversity


A mixture of races and religions that make up a group of people

Culture


The ideas, experiences, customs, attitudes and social behaviour ofa particular 

people or society

‘BAME’


A problematic acronym (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) used to


imply these groups captured by it are homogeneous when in fact they hold


distinct identities, cultures, history etc. 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Intersectionality, a term coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw, is a Framework for 

understanding how intrinsicaspects of identity, such as gender, age and race 

shape the way aperson experiences the world. Applying intersectionality in 

practiceis to identify peoples unique experiences of discrimination and

oppression and how this could marginalise them, including – gender,race, class, 

sexual orientation, disability and so on. Otherexperiences are highlighted on 

the diversity wheel below.

what is Intersectionality?

Diversity

Religion

‘Race’


ethnicity

Experience of


discrimination

Personality

Height/


weight

Accent/

language

Neurodiversity

Physical 

appearance

Socio-econ 

status & class

EducationQualifications

Work

Politics

Marital


status

Mental


health

Caring 

responsibility

Culture

DNA 

fingerprints

Sexuality

Phisical 


disability

Age

Gender

Scan the QR code to watch the video to help 

you putthis theory into practice
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Privilege


Unearned social power given by the formal and informalinstitutions of a 

society to all members of a dominant group (e.g. male privilege,white privilege)

Adultification


A form of racial prejudice where children of minority groups,particularly Black 

children, are treated by adults as being more mature thanthey actually are

Cultural literacy/competency


Is the ability of an organisation to developa set of congruent behaviours, 

attitudes and policies that come together in asystem that enables staff to 

work effectively in cross cultural situations

Racial trauma


Refers to the emotional and psychological impact of racism, racial 

discrimination, and other race-related incidents on an individual

Intergenerational trauma


Describes the process of physical andpsychological trauma incidents being 

passed down through generations withinfamilies

Restorative justice


Repairing the harm caused by a particular harm ortrauma. This type of 

approach is intended to take steps towards repairing theharm by healing 

broken relationships, and addressing the underlying reasons forthe harms 

which took place. They create opportunities to build a sense ofcommunity and 

increase grassroots empowerment.

Critical race theory


Argues that race is not a natural, biologically grounded feature in human 

beings, but rather socially constructed and used to oppress and exploit 

African, Asian and Caribbean people. It examines how how laws, social and 

political movements, and the media shape, and are shaped by social 

conceptions of 'race' and ethnicity. The core idea of critical race theory is that 

race is a social construct.

Microagression


everyday verbal or behavioural actions, whether intentional or unintentional, 

that communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative attitudes towards African, 

Asian and Caribbean heritage people

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Oppression


Institutional or hierarchical power that creates a system which regularly 

prejudices and discriminates against some groups, and benefits other groups, 

creating unequal societies.



Whilst the two terms may sound similar, and sometime usedinterchangeably, 

they have two distinct meanings, and can have distinctoutcomes for people of 

African, Asian and Caribbean heritage childrenand young people.

Equality — giving every individual or group of people the sameresources or 

opportunities

Equity — recognising that each person or group of people have different


circumstances and experiences, therefore allocating the exactresources and 

opportunities needed to reach an equal outcome. AtSEEN, we use the term 

equity to describe what children and youngpeople of African, Asian and 

Caribbean heritage need and deserve tofulfil their full potential.

EQUALITY VS EQUITY

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
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Scan the QR code to watch the video to help 

you putthis theory into practice



www.weareseen.org.uk


hello@weareseen.org.uk


@we_are_seen_


